Long-Term Lithium Use and Risk of Renal and Upper Urinary Tract Cancers
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ABSTRACT

Lithium induces proliferation in the epithelium of renal collecting ducts. A recent small-scale cohort study reported a strong association between use of lithium and increased risk of renal neoplasia. We therefore conducted a large-scale pharmacoepidemiologic study of the association between long-term use of lithium and risk of upper urinary tract cancer, including renal cell cancer and cancers of the renal pelvis or ureter. We identified all histologically verified upper urinary tract cancer cases in Denmark between 2000 and 2012 from the Danish Cancer Registry. A total of 6477 cases were matched by age and sex to 259,080 cancer-free controls. Data on lithium use from 1995 to 2012 were obtained from the Danish Prescription Registry. We estimated the association between long-term use of lithium (≥5 years) and risk of upper urinary tract cancer using conditional logistic regression with adjustment for potential confounders. Long-term use of lithium was observed among 0.22% of cases and 0.17% of controls. This yielded an overall nonsignificant adjusted odds ratio (OR) of 1.3 (95% confidence interval [95% CI], 0.8–2.2) for upper urinary tract cancer associated with long-term use of lithium. Analyses stratified by stage and subtype of upper urinary tract cancer revealed slight but nonsignificant increases in the ORs for localized disease (OR, 1.6; 95% CI, 0.8–3.0) and for renal pelvis/ureter cancers (OR, 1.7; 95% CI, 0.5–5.4). In conclusion, in our nationwide case-control study, use of lithium was not associated with an increased risk of upper urinary tract cancer.


Lithium therapy has been used for patients with bipolar affective disorders for more than 50 years and is still a major therapeutic option in bipolar disorders and as augmentation in severe unipolar depression. The established adverse effects of lithium therapy are primarily related to the urinary system and include polyuria, microcysts in the cortex and the cortical–outer medullary junction, and more infrequently, toxic interstitial nephritis, which may lead to impaired GFR and renal fibrosis. It has been suggested that the nephrotoxic effects of lithium may also lead to renal cell carcinoma of different subtypes. A putative mechanism could be through inhibition of glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β) which is expressed in the adult kidney. GSK-3β promotes apoptosis and inhibits cell proliferation. GSK-3β-immunoreactive protein is associated with lithium-induced renal microcysts found consistently among patients in long-term lithium therapy. Microcysts derive from proliferation of epithelial cells in the distal nephron, likely both distal convoluted and connecting tubules, as well as cortical collecting ducts, and in some cases the microcysts contain papillary projections.
indicative of a pre-malignant stage. The distal nephron and collecting ducts express the amiloride-sensitive epithelial sodium channel, ENaC, which is the main cellular pathway for lithium uptake in the kidney. The ENaC is also expressed in the urothelium of the renal pelvis and ureter, although it is not clear if lithium enters these cells.

The potential long-term inhibition of GSK-3β by lithium with concurrent inflammation raises the possibility that lithium therapy may be exerting a carcinogenic effect in the kidney. However, the lithium level required to inhibit GSK-3β is relatively high, and there is no laboratory evidence of neoplastic changes in the urinary tract epithelium associated with lithium therapy. Nevertheless, because lithium therapy is used chronically by many patients, often over decades, the hyperproliferation of cells in the renal epithelium/urinary tract induced by lithium may eventually result in malignant transformation. Very little data are available from epidemiologic studies. Two case reports showed co-incident renal cell carcinoma and chronic lithium intake and recently, a small cohort study suggested an up to ten-fold increased risk of renal cell cancer among long-term lithium users, however, the validity of these findings has been questioned.

Given the nephrotoxic effects of long-term lithium therapy, the widespread use of lithium and the recent epidemiologic findings, it is of paramount importance to assess whether lithium use has a carcinogenic potential in the kidney. We undertook the present study to evaluate whether long-term chronic use of lithium is associated with an increased risk of kidney or other upper urinary tract cancers (UUTCs) in a nationwide population-based epidemiologic study.

RESULTS

We identified 9444 incident UUTCs (cancers of the kidney, renal pelvis or ureter) between January 1, 2000, and December 31, 2012. After exclusions, the study population comprised 6477 cancer cases (Figure 1) that were matched to 259,080 controls.

The use of lithium in the Danish population was stable during the study period (Figure 2). Among cases and controls, 0.37% and 0.43%, respectively, had used lithium (≥2 prescriptions), and 0.22% and 0.17% had used lithium for more than 5 years (Table 1). These exposure prevalences yielded overall adjusted odds ratios (ORs) for UUTCs associated with ever or long-term use of lithium, respectively, of 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.3) and 1.3 (95% CI, 0.8–2.2) (Table 2). Adjustment for potential confounders had generally minimal impact on the ORs. The 14 cases associated with long-term lithium use comprised ten cases of renal cell carcinomas, three urethelial carcinomas and one case of uncertain histology.

No material variation in the association of lithium use and UUTC risk was seen in analyses defined according to duration of lithium use (Table 2). Individuals aged ≥70 years experienced a slightly higher OR (OR, 1.9; 95% CI, 0.9–3.9) than those of younger ages (Table 3). A similar difference in ORs was seen in separate analyses of females (OR, 1.6; 95% CI, 0.8–3.3) and males (OR, 1.0; 95% CI, 0.5–2.3) (Table 3). Long-term use of lithium was associated with slightly higher ORs for cancers of the pelvis/ureter (OR, 1.7; 95% CI, 0.5–5.4) compared with renal cancers (OR, 1.2; 95% CI, 0.7–2.2). Similarly, a slightly increased OR was observed for localized UUTCs (OR, 1.6; 95% CI, 0.8–3.0), whereas the OR was close to unity for non-localized UUTCs (OR, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.3–2.6) (Table 3). However, the statistical precision of the stratified analyses was limited and none of the associations was statistically significant.
Table 1. Characteristics of upper urinary tract cancer cases and their age- and sex-matched controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Cases (n=6477)</th>
<th>Controls (n=259,080)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (IQR, years)</td>
<td>65 (57–73)</td>
<td>65 (57–73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
<td>4184 (64.6%)</td>
<td>167,360 (64.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal cancer</td>
<td>5648 (87.2%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis or ureter cancer</td>
<td>829 (12.8%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of lithium prior to index date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-use</td>
<td>6453 (99.6%)</td>
<td>257,978 (99.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever use</td>
<td>24 (0.37%)</td>
<td>1102 (0.43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term use (≥5 years)</td>
<td>14 (0.22%)</td>
<td>447 (0.17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-aspirin NSAID</td>
<td>3542 (54.7%)</td>
<td>127,821 (49.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin</td>
<td>1639 (25.3%)</td>
<td>54,488 (21.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracetamol</td>
<td>1243 (19.2%)</td>
<td>41,774 (16.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statins</td>
<td>1394 (21.5%)</td>
<td>47,111 (18.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop diuretics</td>
<td>858 (13.2%)</td>
<td>26,513 (10.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiazides</td>
<td>1637 (25.3%)</td>
<td>50,153 (19.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Blockers</td>
<td>1619 (25.0%)</td>
<td>51,228 (19.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular calcium-channel blockers</td>
<td>1424 (22.0%)</td>
<td>39,955 (15.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibitors of RAS</td>
<td>2108 (32.5%)</td>
<td>61,302 (23.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>1022 (15.8%)</td>
<td>27,275 (10.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, type 1</td>
<td>156 (2.4%)</td>
<td>4297 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, type 2</td>
<td>688 (10.6%)</td>
<td>21,073 (8.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>471 (7.3%)</td>
<td>16,624 (6.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol-related disease</td>
<td>530 (8.2%)</td>
<td>18,739 (7.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/severe renal disease</td>
<td>145 (2.2%)</td>
<td>2603 (1.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest achieved education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (7–10 years)</td>
<td>2444 (37.7%)</td>
<td>89,942 (34.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (11–13 years)</td>
<td>2301 (35.5%)</td>
<td>92,518 (35.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (≥13 years)</td>
<td>974 (15.0%)</td>
<td>46,928 (18.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Association between exposure to lithium and risk of upper urinary tract cancer, specified by exposure pattern within the entire follow-up period, excluding the last year prior to the index date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure group</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Adjusted ORa</th>
<th>Adjusted ORb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-use</td>
<td>6453</td>
<td>257,978</td>
<td>1.0 (ref.)</td>
<td>1.0 (ref.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever use</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>0.9 (0.6–1.3)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.6–1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term use (≥5 years)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>1.3 (0.7–2.1)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.8–2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAdjusted for age and gender (by design; risk-set matching).

During use:
- ≤1 year: 3
- 1–4 years: 7
- 4–9 years: 10
- ≥10 years: 4

Duration of use:
- ≤1 year: 3
- 1–4 years: 7
- 4–9 years: 10
- ≥10 years: 4

Analyses of lamotrigine or valproate as primary exposure yielded results similar to those of the main analyses, with ORs for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.5) associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, respectively (for full results, see Supplemental Appendix C). Increasing the lag time to 24 months yielded a slightly increased OR for UUTCs associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.4). Analyses of lamotrigine or valproate as primary exposure yielded results similar to those of the main analyses, with ORs for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.4) associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, respectively (for full results, see Supplemental Appendix C). Increasing the lag time to 24 months yielded a slightly increased OR for UUTCs associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.4). Analyses of lamotrigine or valproate as primary exposure yielded results similar to those of the main analyses, with ORs for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.4) associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, respectively (for full results, see Supplemental Appendix C). Increasing the lag time to 24 months yielded a slightly increased OR for UUTCs associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.4).

Our study also had some limitations. We had only indirect information on heavy smoking, which is an established risk factor for both renal cancer and cancers of the pelvis or ureter.28

DISCUSSION

In our nationwide study of Danish UUTC cases during 2000–2012, we found no overall association between long-term use of lithium and risk of UUTC, and only slight variation of risk estimates in subgroup analyses. Even under the assumption of the “worst case scenario” with an OR of up to 2.2, the absolute effect sizes were small.

The main strengths of our study were the sample size and the nationwide approach. As almost all health care service in Denmark is undertaken by the public health system, we had almost complete population coverage. The UUTC cases were identified from the Danish Cancer Registry, which has accurate and virtually complete registration of incident cancer in Denmark,26 and the UUTC diagnoses were restricted to histologically verified cases, further enhancing case validity. The use of the Danish Prescription Registry also ensured complete and high-quality assessment of drug use, with up to 18 years of drug exposure history. In addition, analyses of lithium utilization from a regional database demonstrated that a considerable proportion of the long-term users of lithium had used lithium longer than we could account for in the present study. It is thus unlikely that exposure beyond 18 years would have any important additional impact on the UUTC risk profile of lithium.

Analyses of lamotrigine or valproate as primary exposure yielded results similar to those of the main analyses, with ORs for UUTCs of 0.7 (95% CI, 0.4–1.3) and 0.9 (95% CI, 0.6–1.5) associated with long-term use of lamotrigine and valproate, respectively (for full results, see Supplemental Appendix C). Increasing the lag time to 24 months yielded a slightly increased OR for UUTCs associated with long-term use of lithium (OR, 1.5; 95% CI, 0.9–2.6), whereas the OR was close to unity in the analysis with no lag time (OR, 1.2; 95% CI, 0.7–2.0). In the evaluation of classification of long-term exposure due to left truncation of prescription history in 1995, using the OPED database, we identified 1683 ever users (≥2 prescriptions) and 877 long-term users (≥5 years) of lithium during 1995–2012. Among the long-term users, 66.2% (n=581) had also used lithium during 1990–1994 (median 744 days; interquartile range, 318–1257 days). Among subjects with <5 years use of lithium within the study exposure period, the corresponding prevalence was 19.4% (n=326, median 705 days; interquartile range, 366–1130 days).

Finally, assuming a true OR of 1.3, we estimated that 12,364 person-years of long-term lithium use would be required to elicit one additional case of UUTC. The upper limit of the confidence interval for the OR of 1.3 (i.e., 2.2) would correspond to one additional UUTC for every 3091 person-years of lithium exposure.
Individuals suffering from bipolar disorder and severe depression, including lithium users, smoke on average more than the general population, and thus smoking might have confounded the risk estimates in our study. However, any confounding by smoking would result in an overestimation of the association between lithium use and UUTC risk, and thus our finding of mainly neutral associations between lithium use and UUTC risk provides further reassurance of our null results. Lastly, our data material does not allow retrieval of additional information from the Pathology Registry. Thus, no information was available on subtypes of renal cell carcinomas; pathologic details that might have been of interest as to the hypotheses described in the studies by Rookmaaker et al. and Zaidan et al. As such, our study cannot exclude an excess risk of rare subtypes of renal cell carcinoma.

The suggested carcinogenic effect of lithium was derived from observations of lithium-induced proliferation of renal epithelial cells in animal and human kidney specimens, interstitial chronic inflammation and microcysts in human kidneys; and allegedly induced by inhibition of GSK3β, which has been established to suppress cell proliferation and stimulate apoptosis. However, to our knowledge, only one previous epidemiologic study has evaluated the association between lithium use and cancer risk; Zaidan et al. reported a ten-fold increased risk of renal cell cancer associated with lithium use in a small cohort study. The precise methodology of Zaidan et al.’s study is somewhat unclear, and the high relative risk estimate was based on only seven invasive cases of renal cell cancer. Moreover, the fact that the lithium users in the study population were referred for renal imaging, and that the underlying reason for such imaging per se is likely associated with an increased cancer risk, were not taken into account. Therefore, we do not believe that the findings by Zaidan et al. should be taken as any evidence that lithium is associated with an increased risk of developing renal neoplasia, as also commented by Licht et al.

Our results might be affected by surveillance bias, as lithium users frequently undergo renal function tests and generally have more frequent contact with the health care system compared with individuals without bipolar disorder or severe depression, and no lithium use. This might cause overestimation of the association between lithium use and UUTC risk. However, because an existing renal cancer does not generally influence renal function tests except in the latest stages, this is probably not a major limitation. A surveillance effect could, however, be mediated if the threshold for referral to renal imaging is lower for individuals using lithium, resulting in earlier diagnosis of renal cancers (lead-time bias). This was suggested by Licht et al. and might explain our finding of a slightly elevated OR for localized UUTCs. Again, it is worth mentioning that such an effect would bias the risk estimates upwards, again providing reassurance that our findings are compatible with a null association.

In conclusion, we can exclude any major effect of long-term lithium use on the risk of renal cancer or cancers of the renal pelvis or ureter. Although long-term lithium use may be associated with other renal adverse effects, it is reassuring that lithium use does not appear to induce renal cancer, and that lithium can be kept on the armamentarium for conditions as debilitating as bipolar disorder and severe unipolar depression.

**CONCISE METHODS**

The study was conducted within a nationwide case-control population. We compared the use of lithium among persons diagnosed with...
UUTCs (cases) to that of cancer-free persons (controls) to estimate the
OR for UUTCs associated with long-term use of lithium defined as at
least 5 years of cumulative exposure.

Data sources
We used five Danish nationwide registries: the Danish Cancer
Registry,26,32 the National Prescription Registry,27 the National Pa-
tient Register,33 Registers in Statistics Denmark on educational level
and income,34,35 and the Civil Registration System.36 The data sources
are described in detail in Supplemental Appendix A.

Virtually all medical care in Denmark is furnished by the
national health authorities, allowing true population-based register
linkage studies covering all inhabitants of Denmark. Data were
linked by the personal identification number, a unique identifier
assigned to all Danish residents since 1968.36 All linkages were
performed within Statistics Denmark, a governmental institution
that collects and processes information for a variety of statistical
and scientific purposes.

Cases and controls
From the Danish Cancer Registry, we identified all individuals in
Denmark with a first-time diagnosis of UUTCs, defined as invasive
cancer of the kidney (ICD10, C64), renal pelvis (C65) or ureter (C66),
between January 1, 2000, and December 31, 2012, using the date of
cancer diagnosis as the index date. To ensure the validity of our case
material, we restricted cases to histologically verified UUTCs.
Exclusion criteria were age outside the range 18–85 years at index
date and any residency outside Denmark within 10 years prior to
index date, thus ensuring at least 10 years of follow-up for all study
subjects. We further excluded individuals with a previous history of
cancer (except non-melanoma skin cancer), von-Hippel Lindau syn-
drome (ICD8: 75982; ICD10: Q85.8–9), and cystic kidney disease
(ICD8: 59324; ICD10: Q61).

Controls were selected by the use of risk set sampling. For each case,
we selected 40 controls among all Danish citizens fulfilling the
exclusion criteria for cases and of the same gender and birth year.
Controls were assigned an index date identical to that of the
corresponding case.

Subjects were eligible for sampling as controls before they became
cases. Thereby, the calculated ORs are unbiased estimates of the in-
cidence rate ratios that would have emerged from a cohort study in the
source population.37

Exposure definition
Our primary exposure was use of lithium. Ever use of lithium was
defined as having filled two or more prescriptions (ATC code38
N05AN01) of lithium prior to the index date. Long-term use of li-
thium was defined as ≥5 years of treatment prior to the index date.

The duration of each prescription required for estimation of
cumulative exposure duration is not recorded in the Prescription
Registry. To overcome this limitation, we used a method based on the
waiting time distribution,39,40 providing an estimate of the average
duration of each lithium prescription of 64 days. We thus considered
an individual exposed from the date of filling a prescription for li-
thium and 64 days onward.

In all exposure calculations, we disregarded prescriptions redeemed
within 12 months prior to the index date. Such recent exposure is
unlikely to be associated with cancer development, and moreover, drug
use has been shown to increase up to 12 months prior to a cancer
diagnosis,31 raising the possibility of reverse causation bias.42

Main analysis
The analysis followed a conventional matched case-control approach
using conditional logistic regression. In the main analysis, we con-
sidered UUTCs (i.e., cancers of the renal parenchyma, renal pelvis or
ureter) as a composite end-point and estimated ORs for UUTCs as-
associated with long-term use of lithium. In all analyses, use of lithium
was compared with non-use (<2 prescriptions) of lithium.

Any confounding effect from age, gender and calendar time was
handled via the matching procedure. Further, the following potential
confounders were identified and incorporated in the logistic re-
gression: (1) Use of drugs known or suspected to modify renal func-
tion or risk of UUTC, including low-dose aspirin and non-aspirin
NSAIDs, paracetamol, statins, thiazides, beta-blockers, vascular calcium-
channel blockers, inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin system, and
loop diuretics. (2) Prior diagnoses of diseases known or suspected to
modify renal function or risk of renal or other cancers, including
hypertension, type 1 or type 2 diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmo-
mary disease, alcohol-related disease, and moderate to severe renal
disease. (3) Highest achieved education (as a crude measure of so-
cioeconomic status). Details of the potential confounders, including
codes, are presented in Supplemental Appendix B. As in the assess-
ment of drug exposure, we disregarded the period 12 months prior
to the index date in the identification of confounder status.

We performed a number of pre-planned sub-analyses and
sensitivity analyses.

- First, as an explorative analysis of a potential dose–response effect,
  we performed analyses stratified according to cumulative duration
  of lithium use.

- Second, we examined associations for UUTCs with lithium use
  within subgroups defined by gender, age, or history of renal dis-
  ease, diabetes or hypertension.

- Third, we computed ORs for associations between long-term use
  of lithium and two subtypes of UUTCs, i.e., renal cancers (of which
  the majority are renal cell carcinomas) and cancers of the renal
  pelvis or ureter (which comprise almost exclusively urothelial
  carcinomas) as two separate outcomes.

- Fourth, we stratified the analyses by clinical stage, i.e., localized or
  non-localized disease.

- Fifth, we repeated all analyses using lamotrigine or valproate as
  primary exposure instead of lithium. The rationale behind these
  analyses was that if important unmeasured or unknown con-
  founders were associated with use of lithium, these confounders
  would also be associated with other drug therapy used for the same
  indication. Lamotrigine and valproate are both used as ‘mood
  stabilizers’ in bipolar affective disorder.
Sixth, as drug use before 1995 (start of Prescription Registry) was unavailable, some long-term use of lithium was misclassified in our study. To evaluate the true exposure length among patients with a minimum of 5 years of lithium use, we performed an explorative analysis within the OPED database43 (initiated in 1990).

Finally, as a sensitivity analysis, we changed the 1 year lag time to 0 or 2 years, respectively.

Risk in individual users
For rare outcomes, even very high ORs may translate into a small excess risk for the individual user. In order to express the risk in absolute terms, we calculated the amount of exposure required to elicit one additional outcome (ENH), a measure equivalent to the number of person-years needed to treat used in clinical trials. The naturalistic ENH measure was used.44 In brief, this measure estimates the number of person-year-exposure exceeding the 5-year limit for long-term use that would be required to induce one additional case of UUTCs in the given background population. The prevalence of long-term lithium use in the background population was modeled from the exposure pattern among study controls.44

Other
All analyses were performed using Stata Release 13.0 (StataCorp., College Station, TX). The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency. According to Danish law, studies based solely on register data do not require approval from an ethics review board.45
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